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The nature and extent of evidence
on methodologies for monitoring
and evaluating marine spatial management
measures in the UK and similar coastal waters:
a systematic map
Bethan C. O’Leary1,2,3* , Joshua P. Copping1, Nibedita Mukherjee1,4, Sandra L. Dorning2, Bryce D. Stewart2,
Emma McKinley5, Prue F. E. Addison6, Chris Williams7, Griffin Carpenter7, David Righton8,9 and
Katherine L. Yates1

Abstract
Background: Anthropogenic degradation of marine ecosystems is widely accepted as a major social-ecological
problem. The growing urgency to manage marine ecosystems more effectively has led to increasing application of
spatial management measures (marine protected areas [MPAs], sectoral [e.g. fishery] closures and marine spatial planning [marine plans]). Understanding the methodologies used to evaluate the effectiveness of these measures against
social, economic, and ecological outcomes is key for designing effective monitoring and evaluation programmes.
Methods: We used a pre-defined and tested search string focusing on intervention and outcome terms to search for
relevant studies across four bibliographic databases, Google Scholar, 39 organisational websites, and one specialist
data repository. Searches were conducted in English and restricted to the period 2009 to 2019 to align with current
UK marine policy contexts. Relevant studies were restricted to UK-relevant coastal countries, as identified by key
stakeholders. Search results were screened for relevance against pre-defined eligibility criteria first at title and abstract
level, and then at full text. Articles assessed as not relevant at full text were recorded with reasons for exclusion. Two
systematic map databases of meta-data and coded data from relevant primary and secondary studies, respectively,
were produced.
Review findings: Over 19,500 search results were identified, resulting in 391 relevant primary articles, 33 secondary
articles and 49 tertiary reviews. Relevant primary articles evaluated spatial management measures across a total of
22 social, economic and ecological outcomes; only 2.8% considered all three disciplines, with most focused exclusively on ecological (67.8%) or social (13.3%) evaluations. Secondary articles predominately focused on ecological
evaluations (75.8%). The majority of the primary and secondary evidence base aimed to evaluate the effectiveness
of MPAs (85.7% and 90.9% respectively), followed by fisheries closures (12.5%; 3.0%) with only 1.8% of primary, and
6.1% of secondary, articles focused on marine plans or on MPAs and fisheries closures combined. Most evaluations
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reported within primary articles were conducted for a single site (60.4%) or multiple individual sites (32.5%), with few
evaluating networks of sites (6.9%). Secondary articles mostly evaluated multiple individual sites (93.9%). Most (70.3%)
primary articles conducted principal evaluations, i.e. basic description of effects; 29.4% explored causation; and 0.3%
undertook benefit evaluations. Secondary articles predominately explored causation (66.7%) with the remainder
conducting principal evaluations. Australia (27.4%), the USA (18.4%) and the UK (11.3%) were most frequently studied
by primary articles, with secondary articles reporting mostly global (66.7%) or European (18.2%) syntheses.
Conclusions: The systematic map reveals substantial bodies of evidence relating to methods of evaluating MPAs
against ecological outcomes. However, key knowledge gaps include evaluation across social and economic outcomes and of overall merit and/or worth (benefit evaluation), as well as of: marine plans; networks of sites; real-time,
temporary or seasonal closures; spatial management within offshore waters, and lagoon or estuary environments.
Although the evidence base has grown over the past two decades, information to develop comprehensive evaluation
frameworks remains insufficient. Greater understanding on how to evaluate the effectiveness of spatial management
measures is required to support improved management of global ocean resources and spaces.
Keywords: Fishery closures, Fishery exclusion zones, No-take zones, Marine management, Marine protected areas,
Marine reserves, Marine spatial planning, Maritime planning, MPAs, Policy evaluation

Background
The world’s marine resources have substantial environmental, social and economic value [1, 2]. Human uses
of the ocean are diverse, ranging from recreational and
tourism activities and cultural heritage, through to more
extractive uses such as harvesting, dredging, mining, and
energy generation. Anthropogenic degradation of marine
ecosystems is widely accepted as a major social-ecological problem that undermines the ability of the ocean to
provide fundamental ecosystem services, such as food
production, protection of shorelines from storms, climate regulation, leisure and recreation value and spiritual enrichment [e.g. 2, 3, 4]. Addressing this, the United
Nations have declared the Decades of Ocean Science
and Ecosystem Restoration to facilitate improvements in
ocean health, and governments around the world have
set out a shared vision to sustainably manage, protect and
restore marine ecosystems. International commitments,
including the Convention on Biological Diversity and
the United Nations Sustainable Development Goal 14
[5, 6], include a requirement to designate “effectively and
equitably managed, ecologically representative and wellconnected systems of protected areas and other effective
area-based conservation measures... integrated into the
wider... seascapes” [5–7].
Together with the growing urgency to protect the
value of marine environments, these commitments have
led to the increasing application of spatial management
measures in marine areas [e.g. 8–10]. In essence, the aim
of spatial management is to incorporate the diversity of
human uses, consider the compatibility of different activities, and balance uses with the impacts of these activities on biodiversity and people [11]. Spatial management
measures typically comprise of marine protected areas
(MPAs) for biodiversity conservation, sectoral (e.g.

fishery) closures to mitigate harmful effects and encourage sustainability, and marine spatial plans (‘marine
plans’) to integrate social, economic and environmental
considerations into proactive management of marine
activities for multiple sector and stakeholders. Many
countries have already invested substantially in developing an extensive array of marine spatial management
measures. For example, the UK has designated 38% of
UK domestic waters as MPAs [12]; has already adopted,
or is in the process of developing, a series of national,
devolved and regional marine plans [13]; and has implemented several seasonal fishery closures [e.g. 14].
Employed effectively, marine spatial management
measures can provide a plethora of ecological, social
and economic benefits [15–18], and there has been
much work aimed at understanding what effects different spatial management measures have had, to what
extent, and the reasons for these outcomes [17, 19, 20].
Such studies can inform the appropriateness of different management options in specific contexts. Yet, initial designation of spatial management is just the first
step; achievement of objectives relies upon effective
implementation, monitoring, evaluation, and adaptation [21, 22]. Effective monitoring, in particular, is
fundamental to document the status of the environment and the activities that occur within it, which in
turn informs both the assessment of impacts, including attribution and/or contribution, and the effectiveness of management. The assessment process enables
an understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of
spatial management, and allows for appropriate adaptation of management measures and policy development. However, despite spatial management being a
core component of the global marine management
portfolio the multifaceted complexity of the marine
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environment, human uses and resultant impacts makes
monitoring and assessing the effectiveness of spatial
management an ongoing challenge [21].
With the increased application of marine spatial management measures, governments are now asking how
they can effectively and efficiently monitor the marine
environment to assess the impacts of such spatial management measures [e.g. 23, 24]. Deciding what to monitor
and evaluate, how, and how often, is not straightforward,
and the choice of approach can have implications for
costs, efficacy, replicability, and robustness to challenge
[25, 26]. Furthermore, the effectiveness of spatial management measures is affected by decisions made before
establishment (e.g. consultation, co-creation with stakeholders, design, and location) and after legal designation (e.g. management changes, continued stakeholder
engagement, adequate capacity), as well as by environmental, ecological and social contexts and surrounding
uses of marine space [27–30]. Evaluations can therefore
be conducted across a plethora of factors that impact
effectiveness, including: design (e.g. extent, location, representation of habitats/species etc.); management (e.g.
decision processes, capacity etc.); and, outcomes (e.g.
what is achieved through management) [27]. Evaluations across each of these aspects are useful for different
contexts and to answer different questions. For example,
evaluations of spatial management design ask whether
sites are best placed to achieve established goals, evaluations of management ask how well processes to support objectives are set up and working, while focusing
on outcomes asks what effects the sites are having on the
environment and people. Ultimately the entire context,
including all these aspects, will collectively determine
how effective a spatial management measure is. However,
evaluations are often focused on particular aspects, and
the choice of what aspect of a spatial management measure to evaluate depends on the priorities of those asking
how effective that measure is [31].
The choice of what to monitor, and how, needs to
be informed by a defined evaluation process with

established goals. However, there is considerable uncertainty as to what evaluation can, and should be, undertaken. Compounding these challenges is the need to
improve understanding as to how seasonality can be
captured within monitoring and evaluation programmes
and how to assess the effects of real-time closures [23].
The vast array of published literature, coupled with the
time and resource limitations facing government organisations and agencies, means that maintaining an up-todate and comprehensive understanding of monitoring
and evaluation options is unfeasible. Thus, understanding
what methodologies are available, and how they are being
applied, to monitor and evaluate spatial management
effectiveness is critical to ensure cost-effective management and identify future research priorities to inform
and improve management.
Here, we report on the results of a systematic map
designed to inform this evidence need. The map focuses
on evaluation approaches and analytical and data collection methodologies employed to conduct evaluations of
the effectiveness of marine spatial management measures
across ecological, social and economic outcomes [32],
rather than design or management processes. The map
collates evidence from coastal countries identified by
our Stakeholder Group as being relevant to the UK (see
“Stakeholder engagement” and “Search for articles” sections and Table 1 for more information). Using this systematic map, we explore what evaluation approaches and
analytical and data collection methodologies are available, which are used in different contexts and which, if any,
are more commonly applied. This study therefore builds
on previous systematic maps and reviews on the effectiveness of marine protected areas [20], protected areas
more broadly [33], and systematic conservation planning
[19], by collating evidence related specifically to monitoring and evaluation of outcomes from spatial management
measures. In doing so, we have sought to develop understanding, rather than assess the monitoring and evaluation approaches themselves. However, while outside our
scope, we acknowledge the importance both of effectively

Table 1 Countries of interest for the systematic map
Australia
Albania
Belgium
Canada
Croatia
Denmark, including the Faroe Islands
Finland
France
Germany

Greece
Greenland
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Montenegro
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Poland

Portugal, including the Azores
Slovenia
Spain, including the Canary and Balearic Islands
Sweden
United Kingdom
United States of America

Overseas or dependent territories of each country are excluded from the scope of the map except where specified
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and equitably designing accountable monitoring, evaluation and learning systems (e.g. choosing appropriate indicators, outcome measures of interest, context-relevant
methods for collecting data, definition of desired outcomes and interpretation of data) and evaluating these
systems [26, 31, 34]. Further research into the design,
implementation and evaluation of the monitoring, evaluation and learning systems themselves, focused on both
short- and long-term outcomes, will therefore continue
to be an important research agenda [e.g. 31]. Within this
map, however, by explicitly exploring the methodology
behind existing studies which aim to document effects
and effectiveness of management, we provide a resource
for (1) researchers to help in determining priorities for
future research and (2) decision-makers to help inform
discussions regarding the design of appropriate methodologies to incorporate into future monitoring and evaluation plans for marine spatial management.
Stakeholder engagement

The topic and question for this systematic map were
originally proposed by the Review Team and co-developed with a Stakeholder Group, composed of key stakeholders from UK institutions involved in the monitoring
and management of the marine environment, including: Marine Scotland Science (MSS), Natural Resources
Wales (NRW), Department of Environment, Agriculture
and Rural Affairs (DEARA, Northern Ireland), Inshore
Fisheries and Conservation Authorities (IFCAs), Department of Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra,
England/UK), Centre for Environment, Fisheries and
Aquaculture Science (Cefas), Joint Nature Conservation
Committee (JNCC), Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH)
and Natural England (NE). The Stakeholder Group has
a diverse breadth of expertise, covering the array of
disciplines needed for this systematic map, and extensive experience regarding evidence gaps facing UK and
devolved governments (i.e. subnational bodies to which
some powers have been delegated from central government—in the UK’s case devolved governments refers
to the Scottish Government, Welsh Government and
Northern Ireland Executive). Involvement of a broad
group of stakeholders enabled diverse perspectives to
be represented and ensured utility of the resultant map
to policymakers. Discussions were held remotely with
stakeholders during protocol development and a face-toface workshop was held at the University of Salford on
22nd February 2019 with representatives from the majority of the stakeholder organisations and the Review Team.
These engagement activities were designed to formulate
and agree the primary and secondary review questions,
search strategy, eligibility criteria, and meta-data to be
recorded. The Stakeholder Group were not involved in
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the conduct of the review; however, a second workshop
was held at the University of Salford, on 28th January
2020 to present the review findings and to discuss and
agree appropriate mechanisms to disseminate findings to
end-users more broadly.

Objective of the review
The primary research question for this systematic map
was: What is the nature and extent of evidence on methodologies for monitoring and evaluating marine spatial
management measures? This question has the following
components [35]:
• Population: areas under marine spatial management
in UK and similar coastal waters
• Intervention: monitoring and evaluation methodologies
• Comparator: none
• Outcomes: ecological, social and/or economic outcome measures of interest.
This review identified and collated retrospective studies
that monitored the effects and evaluated the effectiveness
of marine spatial management measures across ecological, social and economic outcomes. By ‘monitor’ we refer
to methods applied to observe and measure changes
to the state of the marine environment and surrounding communities and industries over time. Monitoring
is considered to underpin evaluation. By ‘evaluation’ we
refer to methodologies for collating and analysing data to
determine the effects (the change arising from an intervention) or effectiveness (the degree to which something
is successful in producing a desired result) of an intervention against its objectives and/or the resources. We define
‘evaluation’ according to three types, ‘principal’, ‘causative’
and ‘benefit’ which are based on the depth of evaluation
undertaken (Fig. 1). Studies were coded to these categories according to the full depth of evaluation undertaken
by the article, e.g. an article categorised as a ’causative
evaluation’ is also likely to include a ’principal evaluation’.
Articles that reported monitoring of a site over time after
implementation of management and without any evaluation being undertaken (e.g. without direct linking of
observed data to effects of management) were considered
to be ‘monitoring programmes’. Monitoring programmes
were excluded from this systematic map given our focus
on evaluations of effectiveness and the monitoring methods used to inform these.
We define spatial management as:
– marine protected areas (MPAs)—“a clearly defined
geographical space, recognised, dedicated, and
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Fig. 1 Typology of evaluation approaches. Articles were classified according to the greatest depth of evaluation undertaken

managed […] to achieve the long-term conservation of nature with associated ecosystem services
and cultural values” [36];
– fishery closures—an area within which fishing by
one or more methods, or for particular species, is
prohibited on a permanent, seasonal or real-time
basis for the purpose of delivering fishery benefits
[37]; and
– marine spatial planning (‘marine plan’)—an integrated multi-sectoral plan that informs the current
and future distribution of activities in space to maintain delivery of ecosystem services in a way that meets
ecological, economic and social objectives [38].
The evidence base was categorised using a predefined
data coding framework [32] designed to explore the following secondary questions:
• What evaluation approaches and analytical methodologies have been used to evaluate the ecological, social
and economic effectiveness of spatial management
measures? What types of outcomes are measured?
What data collection methods are used to gather these?

• What evaluation approaches and analytical methodologies have been used to understand the effects/
effectiveness of spatial management measures as networks as well as individual sites?
• What evaluation approaches are being applied by
coastal countries to assess spatial management?

Methods
This systematic map was conducted according to the
peer-reviewed protocol [32] and followed the Collaboration for Environmental Evidence Guidelines and Standards for Evidence Synthesis [35]. The mapping methods
conform to the RepOrting standards for Systematic
Evidence Syntheses (ROSES) for systematic maps [39]
(Additional file 1).
Deviations from the protocol

The methods used to conduct this systematic map followed those described in the published protocol [32]
revised to reflect updates. In summary, updates comprise:
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• Dual screening of articles at title-abstract and
full text was undertaken. Disagreements at titleabstract were screened by a third reviewer. Disagreements at full text were discussed and resolved
through consensus;
• The statement on procedural independence has
been updated to reflect that articles co-authored by
two members of the Review Team responsible for
screening were selected for inclusion in the subset
of articles for title-abstract and full text consistency checking. The protocol for decision-making in
these instances is provided together with a description of comments made on one of these articles.
• Dual coding of included articles. Disagreements
were discussed by the Review Team;
• An additional organisational website, the Great
Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, was searched;
• Text describing the content of each coding category
was revised to improve clarity and ensure consistent application by the Review Team;
• As specified in the protocol, iterative coding of
outcome measures of interest and data collection methods was conducted. This resulted in the
addition of: two ecological (behaviour; nutrient
capacity) and three social (compliance; displacement; conflict) outcome measures; and one social
(direct non-extractive sampling) and two economic
(experimental fishing; participant observation) primary data collection methods;
• Coding options for six columns were revised to
improve clarity and/or reflect included studies (type of
population; seasonality of spatial management measure; duration of spatial management measure (years);
primary data collection duration; reference spatial
management measure(s); evaluation data timeframe);
• Countries of interest were clarified to exclude
overseas or dependent territories, except where
specified, to reflect discussions during the first
stakeholder workshop as to coastal countries they
considered to be of UK-relevance in a social, political or ecological context (see Table 1);
• Meta-data relating to management information was
recorded for all studies regardless of the number of
sites studied;
• Given the limited evidence base identified for many
of the outcomes recorded, cut-off points to identify
boundaries (number of studies) at which a topic will
be considered as either lacking evidence and therefore being poorly studied, or as having sufficient
studies to allow for more meaningful exploration of
the monitoring and evaluation methodologies they
employ, were not utilised. Instead, a percentile colour gradient reflecting all evidence was used.
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Search for articles

This systematic map was based on literature searches
conducted in June 2019 using four bibliographic databases accessed using institution subscriptions from
the University of Salford (UoS) or the University of
York (UoY): (1) Web of Science Core Collections (UoS
subscription consisting of the following indices: SCIEXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, CPCI-S, CPCI-SSH, and
ESCI); (2) Scopus (UoS); (3) Aquatic Sciences and Fisheries Abstracts (UoY); and (4) Directory of Open Access
Journals (UoY). See Additional file 2 for full search strings
used on each website and the date of visit. We searched
one search engine, Google Scholar, and extracted the
first 200 search results as citations using Publish or Perish software [32]. To test the comprehensiveness of the
search strategy a scoping search was carried out with
results from iterations of the search string compared
against an a-priori defined test library with 15 articles
of known relevance during protocol development—
all 15 articles were located using the final search string
[32]. Articles retrieved from bibliographic databases and
Google Scholar were combined into a single Endnote
library. Duplicates were removed prior to screening.
Searches were also performed between June and October 2019 across 39 relevant organisational websites and
one data repository to capture grey literature. In addition,
bibliographic searches of all identified relevant tertiary
review articles were undertaken. Authors of articles that
could not be located were contacted directly to request a
copy.
Databases and websites were searched using English
language search terms (Additional file 2). Searches were
restricted to articles published between 2009 and 2019
to increase relevance to the UK marine policy landscape
[40] and to reflect the recent increase in application of
marine spatial management measures (particularly MPAs
and marine plans) [9, 10].

Article screening and study eligibility criteria
Screening process

Articles were assessed for inclusion according to a hierarchical assessment of relevance: screening articles first at
title and abstract concurrently, followed by the full text
of potentially relevant articles. Only articles published in
English were considered; however, all returned non-English articles whose titles and abstracts were available in
English that passed title-abstract screening were retained
for potential use in future studies (Additional file 3).
Retrieved literature from websites, supplementary
searches and the Stakeholder Group was screened separately to those retrieved from bibliographic databases
and Google Scholar; articles deemed relevant at full text
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were combined with other records prior to compilation
of the systematic map.
In deviation from the published protocol, but in line
with best practice described in the CEE guidelines [35],
the decision was taken to independently dual screen all
articles at title-abstract and full text level due to additional resources from new members joining the Review
Team. Nonetheless, prior to reviewers’ commencing
screening, consistency checking was performed using a
random subset of 10% of articles at each stage (n = 1282
and n = 81 respectively) and, where the level of agreement was below 0.6 according to a kappa test, further
consistency checking was conducted on an additional
set of articles. Three reviewers initially undertook consistency checking at title-abstract level however a new
member then joined the Review Team and a second
round of consistency checks was undertaken with four
reviewers. Only three of these had sufficient agreement
and resources to participate in title-abstract screening, which then began. However, following this another
reviewer became available to participate in title-abstract
screening and, prior to doing so, undertook consistency
checking using the same second sample as the other
reviewers. Four reviewers concurrently undertook consistency checking at full text level. All disagreements
during consistency checking were discussed in detail.
Disagreements at title-abstract level were discussed
amongst the three reviewers during initial consistency
checking, amongst the three reviewers with sufficient
levels of agreement during the second round of checks
because the fourth was unable to attend the team meeting or participate further in title-abstract screening
due to resource constraints, and between one of these
reviewers and the last reviewer later. Members of the
Review Team that had authored, or co-authored, articles identified as potentially relevant referred these
to another reviewer for assessment during screening.
However, articles co-authored by two members of the
Review Team responsible for screening were randomly
selected for inclusion in the subset of articles for titleabstract (n = 2) and full text (n = 2) consistency checking. In all instances, decisions taken by the other,
non-author, reviewers were applied and the articles were
removed from kappa tests. Of these, only one of the articles included in the title-abstract sample was subject
to disagreement and therefore discussed amongst the
Review Team. In this instance, the Review Team agreed
to include the article through to full text screening and,
while the author abstained from the assessment, they
did comment during discussions that they agreed with
its exclusion. Following consistency checking, disagreements at title-abstract level were screened by a third
reviewer with articles considered unclear taken forwards
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(n = 587, 4.6% of articles); disagreements at full text were
discussed and resolved through consensus.
Eligibility criteria

Articles were screened according to the following
criteria:
Relevant population(s): Areas under implemented
marine spatial management (fishery closures, MPAs,
marine plans) restricted to the identified geographical
locations (Table 1). Proposed spatial management measures were not considered. Large areas (regions, provinces
or exclusive economic zones) where broader legislation
protects certain species were excluded from the definition of MPA or fishery closure. Studies with their primary
focus on freshwater and/or terrestrial environments were
excluded.
Relevant intervention(s): Monitoring and evaluation
methodologies employed to assess effectiveness (Fig. 1).
Articles assessed as being ‘monitoring programmes’ were
excluded (see "Objective of the review" section).
Relevant comparator interventions: None. Studies
were not required to have a comparator intervention for
inclusion.
Relevant study designs: Ecological studies were required
to contain multiple reference sites or a time-series of data
to warrant inclusion in the systematic map (as opposed
to snapshot studies only inside a managed area). Social
and economic studies were not required to have a specific study design. Elements relating to study design (e.g.
time-series of data and details of reference sites) were,
however, recorded across ecological, social and economic
studies to enable further understanding of evaluation
methodologies across different fields of study. Theoretical
studies (including predictive modelling studies) and commentary articles or opinion pieces were excluded.
Relevant outcome(s): Any ecological, social and/or
economic outcome(s) reported by studies. As the focus
of the systematic map was on outcomes, studies related
to governance or designation process (e.g. administrative, political, legal, planning or design activities) were
excluded. Studies focusing on environmental parameters
(e.g. water quality, sediment, etc.) were excluded from the
definition of ecological outcomes.
Our aim was to provide a resource for decision-makers, while describing the evidence base. Therefore, we
included both primary (i.e. generation of new data from
either field or existing data [e.g. 41]) and secondary (i.e.
literature that consists of analytical interpretations and
evaluations that are derived from primary source literature [e.g. 17]) literature; however, these were placed into
separate databases for coding given the different level of
meta-data that could be coded from these articles and
are reported separately. Studies which report large-scale
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regional or global evaluations of relevant spatial management measures, that included countries of interest, were
included in the systematic map. Tertiary literature (i.e.
broader literature reviews that consist of a distillation
and collection of primary and secondary sources but contain no new analysis [e.g. 42]) were recorded separately
to act as a resource for end-users. Given the lack of new
analytical interpretations or evaluations of effectiveness
in tertiary reviews, and the inclusion of relevant primary
and secondary literature identified from bibliographic
screening of tertiary reviews in the two systematic maps,
these were not coded.
A list of articles excluded at full text with reasons for
exclusion is provided in Additional file 3.
Study validity assessment

Given the broad scope and size of this systematic map,
the validity of articles was not assessed. However, elements of study design that might relate to validity (e.g.
presence of a reference site, evaluation data timeframe)
were coded to provide a basic overview of study methodology. Studies were recorded as using data before or
after implementation of the spatial management measure
being evaluated (either designation or change in regulations), however the data studies used could be accessed
through primary and/or secondary sources and be either
single data points or a time-series. Whether a study used
a control site (site outside of spatial management) or
another area under spatial management (either a different designation or zones of different regulation within
the same designated area) as a reference site to evaluate
against was also recorded. However, while some studies
will have directly compared their data and evaluation to
a reference site using standardised sampling strategies,
others will have used data from different sources. Consequently, such studies are not necessarily true beforeafter-control-impact studies and so while this coded
information provides some indication of study design
we did not consider it as part of the methodology or
research design employed by the evaluation. No studies
were excluded from the systematic map database based
on these extracted data.
Data coding strategy

Meta-data, information describing each study, was
extracted from each article considered to be relevant
at full text review and recorded using the systematic
map spreadsheet as a standardised coding tool (Additional file 4). Data coding was conducted concurrently
with full text screening. Reviewers coded relevant articles in separate versions of this spreadsheet which were
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then combined during consistency checking (see below).
Missing or unclear information was recorded as such. All
coding was documented in a systematic map database,
with each line representing one study outcome measure
of interest (i.e. each independent outcome measure considered by each study). Multiple studies reported within
one article were, therefore, entered as independent lines
in the database. Distinct primary articles that report the
same study outcome measure of interest based on the
same dataset as a study published in an earlier article
(including those where the dataset had been expanded)
were linked in the database, where identified.
The following main categories of data were extracted:
• Bibliographic information (i.e. unique Article ID,
full citation, publication location [e.g. journal article,
book chapter etc., publication type [grey or scientific], unique study ID, publication year]).
• General information about the spatial management
measure studied (i.e. type [MPA, etc.], seasonality [year-round, temporary etc.], duration [< 3 years,
3–10 years, etc.], scale [single site, network etc.],
size [km2], number, name(s) of spatial management
measures; general description of location, country
of study, continent, latitude and longitude; any information on management relating to fishing and other
activities, study environment [inshore, offshore etc.];
focus of article evaluation [ecological, social, economic or a combination]; focus of study outcome
measure [ecological, social or economic]).
• Monitoring and evaluation methodologies, including
outcomes evaluated (i.e. source and type of data used
in evaluation, duration of primary data collection
duration; evaluation typology [principal, causative or
benefit], primary evaluation method used [e.g. narrative analysis, descriptive analysis etc.], type of reference spatial management measure used [e.g. control
site outside spatial management, zones within MPA
etc.], evaluation data timeframe [after/before-after
implementation]; outcome measure(s) of interest,
primary data collection method(s) employed [e.g.
indirect/direct user surveys, direct non-extractive
sampling etc.], secondary data source(s) used).
Full details of all coding categories are provided in
Additional file 4. Meta-data extraction was performed
by three reviewers independently, such that each article
was coded by two reviewers. One of these reviewers was
then responsible for combining coded spreadsheets and
consistency checking across the whole database. Before
full data coding commenced, consistency checking was
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undertaken for coding of a subset of 100 studies. All disagreements were discussed, and coding categories refined,
prior to coding the remaining full texts (see “Deviations
from the protocol” section). Following this, any uncertainties and issues that arose during the data extraction
process were flagged by the reviewer and discussed and
resolved by the Review Team in regular meetings.
Data mapping method

The evidence base identified within this systematic map
was described narratively using descriptive statistics
and within the systematic map database, a searchable
spreadsheet of studies and related coding results (Additional file 4). Framework based synthesis, a matrix-based
approach that supports construction of thematic categories into which data can be coded and analysed [43], was
used to identify knowledge clusters and gaps. These were
identified by cross-tabulating key variables and quantifying the number of articles and/or studies as a proxy for
extent of evidence. Studies from relevant primary and
secondary literature were reported separately.

Review findings
Review descriptive statistics

In total, 19,515 results were retrieved from searches
across bibliographic databases and Google Scholar,
including 6708 duplicates (Fig. 2). Most (12,006) articles were excluded at title and abstract screening due
to irrelevance. 801 articles were screened at full text, of
which 353 primary articles and 32 secondary articles
were included (see Additional file 3 for exclusion reasons). 24 (3.1%) articles could not be found or accessed
(Additional file 3). A total of 39 articles were included
from stakeholders, organisational websites and bibliographic searches of relevant reviews (Additional file 2).
Ultimately, 391 primary articles were included in the final
map (full bibliography in Additional file 3) which generated 858 studies reporting monitoring and evaluation
methods relevant to the review (Additional file 4). A further 33 relevant secondary articles were included in the
second map (full bibliography in Additional file 3) which
generated 63 studies. In total, 49 relevant tertiary review
articles were identified, 36 of which were retrieved from
bibliographic databases and Google Scholar, with the
remainder from supplementary searches (Additional
file 3).
Of the 424 included primary and secondary articles,
89.4% were articles published in scientific peer-reviewed
journals, with the remainder being reports (7.3%) and
theses (3.3%). The volume of articles published over time
was variable across both primary and secondary literature (Fig. 3).
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Mapping the quantity and quality of studies relevant
to the question
Spatial management measures evaluated (population)

Of the 391 relevant primary articles identified, the majority (85.7%) focused on marine protected areas with only
12.5% of articles on fisheries closures, 0.5% on marine
plans and 1.3% on both MPAs and fishery closures. Most
primary articles evaluated single sites (60.4%) or multiple individual sites (32.5%) with only 6.9% considering
networks and 0.3% marine plans, as described by study
authors (Table 2). Secondary articles (n = 33) predominately focused on multiple individual sites (93.9%) with
the remainder considering single sites (Table 2). Most
articles (76.7% and 84.4% primary and secondary articles
respectively) did not explicitly state the seasonality of the
spatial management measure they considered (Table 2),
or provide details of regulations/restrictions for activities other than fishing within the managed area(s) (80.8%
and 100% primary and secondary articles respectively).
Although the latter may be because activities other than
fishing were not regulated within the spatial management
measure being studied rather than a reporting bias, these
studies provided no information to this effect making it
impossible to establish this. Regulations and/or restrictions in place for fisheries were mentioned in 80.8% and
72.7% of primary and secondary articles, respectively.
The majority (41.9%) of primary articles evaluated sites
older than 10 years at the time of their assessment, while
for secondary articles most articles (45.6%) did not specify the age of sites (Table 2).
Primary articles mainly evaluated spatial management
measures in inshore waters (< 12 nautical miles from
shore), while secondary articles did not generally report
study environment (Table 2). The majority of evaluations
were conducted in Europe (43.2%, n = 169) or Oceania
(31.7%, n = 124), followed by North America (22.8%,
n = 89). The dominant countries of study were Australia
(27.4%, n = 107), USA (18.4% n = 72), and UK (11.3%,
n = 44) (Fig. 4). Secondary articles were mostly global
(66.7%, n = 22) or European (18.2%, n = 6) in extent with
84.8% (n = 28) of articles evaluating spatial management
measures from multiple countries of interest.
Evaluation typologies and methodologies employed
(intervention)

The majority (70.3%, n = 275/391) of primary articles
conducted principal evaluations, i.e. basic description of effects, with 29.4% (n = 115) of articles exploring causation. Only one article undertook a benefit
evaluation. Conversely, most secondary articles (66.7%,
n = 22/33) conducted causative evaluations with the
remainder undertaking principal evaluations. No trend
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Fig. 2 Flow diagram detailing the systematic mapping process. WoS: Web of Science; ASFA: Aquatic Sciences and Fisheries Abstracts; DOAJ:
Directory of Open Access Journals

over time was found in the depth of evaluations (evaluation typology) or the foci of article evaluation being
published. Most primary articles focused on conducting principal and causative evaluations for ecological
outcomes only (45.3% [n = 177/391] and 22.5% [n = 88]

respectively), with the evidence base for other foci
of evaluations (social, economic and combinations
of these) being much more limited across all evaluation typologies (Fig. 5). Similarly, over three-quarters
(75.8%, n = 25/33) of secondary articles focused on
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Fig. 3 Frequency of articles included in the primary (blue bar segments, n = 391) and secondary (orange bar segments, n = 33) systematic map
databases published per year

Table 2 Descriptive article statistics for the primary and
secondary systematic maps
Primary systematic Secondary
map
systematic
map
Scale
Single site

236 (60.4%)

2 (6.1%)

Multiple individual sites

127 (32.5%)

31 (93.9%)

Network
Marine plan

27 (6.9%)

0 (0.0%)

1 (0.3%)

0 (0.0%)

Seasonality
Not specified

236 (60.4%)

2 (6.1%)

Year-round

127 (32.5%)

31 (93.9%)

Mixed
Seasonal

27 (6.9%)

0 (0.0%)

1 (0.3%)

0 (0.0%)

Real-time

2 (0.5%)

0 (0.0%)

Temporary

0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)

Duration (years)
<3

6 (1.5%)

0 (0.0%)

3–10

102 (26.1%)

0 (0.0%)

> 10

164 (41.9%)

5 (15.2%)

Not specified

75 (19.2%)

15 (45.5%)

Mixed

44 (11.3%)

13 (39.4%)

Study environment
Inshore

268 (68.5%)

2 (6.1%)

Offshore

22 (5.6%)

1 (3.0%)

Inshore & offshore

14 (3.6%)

2 (6.1%)

Estuary

11 (2.8%)

0 (0.0%)

Mixed

3 (0.8%)

1 (3.0%)

Lagoon

2 (0.5%)

0 (0.0%)

71 (18.2%)

27 (81.8%)

Not specified

evaluating spatial management measures according to
ecological outcomes only.
Analytical methodologies employed by articles across
both primary and secondary literature were limited.
Most principal evaluations (88.7% [n = 244/275] primary and 63.6% [n = 7/11] secondary) conducted
descriptive analysis (statistically describing, aggregating, and presenting the constructs of interest or associations between these constructs). For primary articles,
most causative evaluations used inferential statistics
(98.3% [n = 113/115], statistical testing of hypotheses/
explanatory modelling) while most causative evaluations undertaken in secondary articles used metaanalytical techniques (81.8%, n = 18/22). For ecological
studies that reported collecting primary data (n = 618),
the most common data collection methods were direct
non-extractive sampling (e.g. diver surveys, towed/
drop-down video, observations from boats/shore, aerial photos: 63.3%) followed by extractive sampling (e.g.
traps, towed fishing gear, grab samples: 22.3%). Social
studies that collected primary data (n = 154) mostly
used primary data collected via direct user surveys (e.g.
structured/semi-structured/unstructured interviews,
focus groups, workshops: 65.6%), participant observation (e.g. remote observation of activities through, for
example, cameras or field surveys: 18.2%) or indirect
user surveys (e.g. online/postal questionnaires/surveys:
13.0%). Economic studies that collected primary data
(n = 63) did so mainly through direct or indirect user
surveys (57.1% and 17.5% respectively) and experimental fishing (15.9%).
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Fig. 4 Geographical distribution of included articles in the primary systematic map. Note, articles that included studies across multiple countries
(24 instances) were not included in this figure and only countries included in the systematic map (see Table 1 for details) are coloured

Fig. 5 Number of primary articles conducting principal (blue bars), causative (orange bars) and benefit (brown bar) evaluations by focus of
evaluation

Measured outcomes

In the primary systematic map, articles (n = 391) evaluated spatial management measures across a total of 22
social, economic and ecological outcomes (Fig. 6); only
2.8% (n = 11) conducted evaluations across all three
disciplines, with most focused exclusively on ecological
evaluations (67.8%, n = 265) and fewer on social (13.3%,
n = 52) or economic (1.0%, n = 4) evaluations. The most
frequent ecological outcome measures used by studies to evaluate the effectiveness of spatial management
measures in the primary literature were abundance/
density/biomass (n = 221/858) followed by population

characteristics/structure (n = 126), and community
characteristics (n = 114) (Fig. 6). These three outcome
measures accounted for 62.1% of all (n = 858) studies included in the primary systematic map, and 86.1%
(n = 533/619) of all studies evaluating against ecological
outcome measures. Social outcome measures of interest were more evenly distributed across studies with
most focusing on community awareness, knowledge
and management (n = 50/160) followed by public access
and use (n = 33) and compliance (n = 32). Economic
outcomes were used the least to evaluate the effectiveness of spatial management measures with a total of 79
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Fig. 6 Heatmap showing the outcome measures of interest evaluated by primary studies (n = 858) according to the article focus of evaluation.
Cells are colour coded by the total number of outcomes reported across all outcome measures as a percentile with pale blue being the fewest and
dark blue being the most. Empty cells indicate no evidence was identified for that outcome. Cells containing dashes indicate where combinations
of evaluation focus and outcomes are not applicable

studies recorded. Fishing yields/value was the most frequently evaluated economic outcome, accounting for
57.0% (n = 45) of all economic studies.
On average, 2.2 outcome measures of interest (range
1–9) were evaluated in primary articles. The most commonly occurring pairs of outcomes evaluated across all
articles were abundance/density/biomass with either
population characteristics/structure (n = 122/858 studies) or community characteristics (n = 115), followed
by population characteristics/structure and community
characteristics (n = 45) (Fig. 7). Other outcomes were
much less commonly paired. Articles evaluating social
outcomes most commonly paired community awareness, knowledge and engagement with public access
and use (n = 15), and those evaluating economic outcomes paired fishing fleet economic performance with
fishing yields/value (n = 8). For articles that evaluated
outcome measures across multiple foci, the most commonly occurring pairs of outcome measures studied

were fishing yields/value with abundance/density/biomass and population characteristics (n = 21 and n = 14
studies respectively).
In the secondary systematic map, articles evaluated
spatial management measures across 16 social, economic and ecological outcomes; only two conducted
evaluations across all three disciplines. As with primary
articles, secondary articles evaluating the effectiveness
of spatial management measures were dominated by
ecological outcomes with abundance/density/biomass
and community characteristics accounting for 57.1%
of all (n = 36/63) studies and 75.0% of all (n = 22/48)
ecological outcome measures studied (Fig. 8). Social
and economic outcomes studied were each only represented by one or two studies. On average, secondary
articles evaluated spatial management measures against
1.9 outcome measures of interest (range 1–6). As with
primary articles, the most frequent outcome measures
used together to evaluate the effectiveness of spatial
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Fig. 7 Chord dependency plot between pairs of outcome measures evaluated within relevant primary articles. Colour coded by ecological (green),
social (blue) and economic (orange) outcomes. Numbers surrounding plot indicate the total number of articles that use the outcome measures

management measures were abundance/density/biomass with either community characteristics (n = 10) or
population characteristics (n = 7), and population characteristics and community characteristics (n = 5).
Linking population with intervention and outcomes

Review findings in earlier sections have been structured by article type (primary and secondary) to reflect

the distinction between the two systematic maps and by
population, intervention and outcome to reflect the components of our primary research question (see "Objective of the review" section). However, this map aims to
provide an overview of the evidence base for evaluation approaches, analytical methods and data collection
methods applied to inform evaluations of the effectiveness of different types of spatial management measures,
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Fig. 8 Heatmap showing the outcome measures of interest evaluated by secondary studies (n = 63) according to the article focus of evaluation.
Cells are colour coded by the total number of outcomes reported across all outcome measures as a percentile with pale blue being the fewest and
dark blue being the most in the primary systematic map. Empty cells indicate no evidence was identified for that outcome. Cells containing dashes
indicate where combinations of evaluation focus and outcomes are not applicable

across a broad range of ecological, economic and social
outcomes. Consequently, this section summarises the
review findings by the type of spatial management measure (population) focusing on the primary systematic map.
Descriptive statistics by spatial management measure
are presented in Table 3. As stated previously, evaluations
of single or multiple individual MPAs in place for three or
more years in inshore waters dominate the evidence base.
The evidence base of articles evaluating networks of sites
under spatial management is limited to 27 articles—most
of which focus on MPAs (n = 21).
Marine protected areas Primary articles focused on
evaluating the effectiveness of MPAs (n = 335) predominately conducted principal (71.0%, n = 238), followed by
causative (28.7%, n = 96), evaluations; only one (0.3%)
conducted a benefit evaluation. Most articles focused
on conducting evaluations for ecological outcomes
(70.4%, n = 159 principal evaluations, n = 77 causative
evaluations) or social outcomes (13.4%, n = 41 principal evaluations, n = 4 causative evaluations) only. Principal evaluations relied on descriptive analysis (89.1%,
n = 212); causative evaluations on inferential analysis
(97.9%, n = 94). A cost–benefit analysis was used by the
article conducting a benefit evaluation.
In total, articles conducting principal evaluations of
MPA effectiveness generated 517 studies, causative evaluations 208 studies, and benefit evaluations six studies.

Of these, abundance/density/biomass (28.6% of principal evaluation studies, 35.6% of causative evaluation
studies, 11.1% of benefit evaluation studies), population
characteristics/structure (16.8% and 18.8% of principal
and causative evaluation studies, respectively) and community characteristics (15.1% and 16.3% of principal and
causative evaluation studies, respectively) were the most
frequently considered across all evaluation typologies.
Direct non-extractive sampling was the most frequent
method of data collection across all but one measured
ecological outcomes; spillover/export was most frequently explored through movement/recapture studies
(Fig. 9). The second most dominant method of data collection for exploring ecological outcomes was extractive
sampling. Social outcomes were predominantly measured using direct user surveys, followed by participant
observation and indirect user surveys. Economic outcomes were similarly explored using direct and indirect
user surveys, although fishing yields/value was also often
explored through experimental fishing. Evaluations were
mainly conducted in Europe (44.2%, n = 148) and Oceania (33.7%, n = 113) followed by North America (20.0%,
n = 67).
The evidence base of articles that evaluate networks
of MPAs (n = 21) is more limited than that for multiple
individual sites (n = 100) or single sites (n = 214). Mirroring the general patterns of the whole map (Tables 2, 3), of
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Table 3 Descriptive article statistics for the primary systematic map by spatial management measure (population)
MPA

Fishery closure

Marine plan

MPA + Fishery
closure

Single site

214 (63.9%)

21 (42.9%)

1 (50.0%)

0 (0.0%)

Multiple individual sites

100 (29.9%)

23 (46.9%)

0 (0.0%)

4 (80.0%)

21 (6.3%)

5 (10.2%)

0 (0.0%)

1 (20.0%)

0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)

1 (50.0%)

0 (0.0%)

Scale

Network
Marine plan
Seasonality

272 (81.2%)

21 (42.9%)

2 (100.0%)

5 (100.0%)

Year-round

Not specified

50 (14.9%)

15 (30.6%)

0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)

Mixed

10 (3.0%)

4 (8.2%)

0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)

Seasonal

3 (0.9%)

7 (14.3%)

0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)

Real-time

0 (0.0%)

2 (4.1%)

0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)

Temporary

0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)

Duration (years)
<3

4 (1.2%)

2 (4.1%)

0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)

3–10

83 (24.8%)

17 (34.7%)

1 (50.0%)

1 (20.0%)

> 10

141 (42.1%)

22 (44.9%)

0 (0.0%)

1 (20.0%)

Not specified

71 (21.2%)

4 (8.2%)

0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)

Mixed

36 (10.7%)

4 (8.2%)

1 (50.0%)

3 (60.0%)

Inshore

236 (70.4%)

29 (59.2%)

1 (50.0%)

2 (40.0%)

Offshore

10 (3.0%)

12 (24.5%)

0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)

Inshore & offshore

10 (3.0%)

4 (8.2%)

0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)

Estuary

11 (3.3%)

0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)

Mixed

3 (0.9%)

0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)

Lagoon

2 (0.6%)

0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)

63 (18.8%)

4 (8.2%)

1 (50.0%)

3 (60.0%)

Study environment

Not specified

those articles that consider MPAs as part of a network,
most (n = 14) conduct principal evaluation using descriptive analysis while the remainder (n = 7) use inferential
analysis within a causative evaluation. MPA network
evaluations predominantly evaluate MPAs established for
between 3 and 10 years (n = 11) or for more than 10 years
(n = 6), and almost all are conducted in inshore environments (n = 16). None specified the seasonality of MPAs.
Evaluations were mainly conducted in North America
(n = 15) with the remainder in Oceania (n = 4) or Europe
(n = 2).
Fishery closures 49 primary articles evaluated the
effectiveness of fishery closures, all of which conducted
either a principal (n = 31) or causative (n = 18) evaluation. Foci of evaluations were predominately ecological
only (51.0%, n = 15 principal evaluations, n = 10 causative
evaluations), with the remainder of articles spread across
other foci (social, economic or combinations of all). Principal evaluations mostly used descriptive analysis (90.3%,
n = 28) while all causative evaluations applied inferential
analysis.

Articles conducting principal evaluations of fishery closures generated 66 studies and focused on abundance/
density/biomass (27.3%, n = 18), population characteristics/structure (21.2%, n = 14), fishing yields/value (15.2%,
n = 10), with the remaining 24 studies split across ten
other outcome measures. Articles that undertook a causative evaluation generated 40 studies with almost half
of these focused on abundance/density/biomass (27.3%,
n = 18) or population characteristics/structure (21.2%
n = 14). Direct non-extractive and extractive sampling
were the most frequently applied methods of data collection across all but one measured ecological outcomes;
spillover/export was only explored through movement/
recapture studies (Fig. 10). Social outcomes were predominantly measured using direct user surveys or participant observation. Only one economic outcome—fishery
yields/value—was considered using direct user surveys,
experimental fishing and participant observation. Fishery closure evaluations were equally distributed across
Europe and North America (each 40.8%, n = 20), followed
by Oceania (18.4%, n = 9).
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Fig. 9 Heatmap showing outcome measures of interest evaluated by primary studies focused on MPA effectiveness (n = 742) according to the
primary data collection methods employed to explore outcomes. Cells are colour coded by the total number of outcomes reported for each
category of outcome measures (ecological, social, economic) as a percentile with pale blue being the fewest and dark blue being the most in the
primary systematic map. Empty cells indicate no evidence was identified for that outcome/method combination

Five articles evaluated a network of fishery closures
rather than multiple individual sites (n = 23) or a single site (n = 21). For those that considered networks
of sites, articles either conducted principal evaluation
using descriptive analysis (n = 2) or causative evaluation using inferential analysis (n = 3). These evaluations focused on fishery closures established in North
America (n = 5) between 3 and 10 years (n = 2) ago,
more than 10 years ago (n = 1) or with sites of mixed
ages. Almost all are conducted in inshore environments
(n = 4) and focus on year-round restrictions (n = 3).
Marine plans The evidence base for evaluating the
effectiveness of marine plans was limited with only two
articles identified, both of which conducted a principal evaluation. One article took a case study approach

to compare the effectiveness of five marine plans from
around the world against social and economic outcomes (community awareness, knowledge and engagement; economic impacts (beyond fisheries/tourism);
tourism/recreation numbers/value; fishing yields/value)
using direct user surveys to collect data. The other article evaluated ecological outcomes (community characteristics; abundance/density/biomass) using descriptive
analysis and employing direct non-extractive sampling in data collection for one marine plan located in
Oceania.
MPAs and fishery closures Five articles focused on
MPAs and fishery closures combined. These undertook
principal evaluation through descriptive (n = 3) or narrative (n = 1) analysis, or causative evaluation using
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Fig. 10 Heatmap showing outcome measures of interest evaluated by primary studies focused on fishery closure effectiveness (n = 75) according
to the primary data collection methods employed to explore outcomes. Cells are colour coded by the total number of outcomes reported for each
category of outcome measures (ecological, social, economic) as a percentile with pale blue being the fewest and dark blue being the most in the
primary systematic map. Empty cells indicate no evidence was identified for that outcome/method combination

inferential analysis (n = 1). Most principal evaluations
focused on ecological outcomes only (n = 2) with one
article focused solely on social outcomes and one on
social, economic and ecological outcomes. The article
that undertook a causative evaluation only focused on
ecological outcomes. A total of ten different outcome
measures of interest were reported from the five articles
with the ecological outcomes of abundance/density/biomass (n = 4) and community characteristics (n = 3) most
frequently considered. Data were collected for ecological outcomes through a variety of methods: user surveys,
extractive sampling and direct non-extractive sampling.
Data for social and economic outcomes were collected
through indirect and direct user surveys. Sites evaluated were located across North America (n = 2), Europe
(n = 1) and Oceania (n = 1) with one article evaluating a
range of sites from around the world.
Only one article undertook a principal evaluation for
a network of sites in Oceania with the remainder focusing on multiple individual sites. To evaluate the network,
the articles used descriptive analysis focused on the

ecological outcomes of community characteristics and
abundance/density/biomass and collected primary data
through direct non-extractive sampling.
Study design

In the primary systematic map, most studies evaluated
the effectiveness of spatial management measures against
a control site (site outside of spatial management) or
another area under spatial management using data collected after designation or regulations were put in place
(61.8%, n = 530/858). 144 studies (16.8%) did not use a
control site or a spatial reference site, instead evaluating against a temporal timeframe: 81 of these used only
data after the management designation or regulations
were established, 60 used data before and after, and three
were unclear in their evaluation timeframe. Half (50.0%,
n = 80/160) of all studies evaluating social outcomes
did not use a control site or another area under spatial
management in their evaluation, compared with 38.0%
(n = 30/79) of economic studies and 9.2% (n = 57/619) of
ecological studies. Only 89 studies (10.4%) used primary
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Fig. 11 Percentage of primary studies using both before and after primary data and a control site in their evaluation (n = 89)

data from a control site and before and after designation/
regulation to evaluate the effectiveness of a spatial management measure: of these most had an ecological (46.1%,
n = 41) or ecological-economic (29.2%, n = 26) focus of
evaluation (Fig. 11). The depth of evaluation undertaken
made little difference to the use of both before-after data
and a control site with 8.5% (n = 51/599) of principal,
15.2% (n = 38/250) of causative and no benefit evaluations using this approach. No trend over time was identified in the combined use of before-after data with a
control site.
For those studies that reported using primary data
to evaluate outcomes against (n = 734), study duration (i.e. years for which primary data were collected
and outcome measures were evaluated) was relatively
evenly distributed across duration categories up to
10 years: 32.2% of studies collected data over a period
of less than 1 year; 21.7%, one to less than 3 years; and

27.7% across three to less than 10 years. Only 9.1% of
studies reported collecting data for ten or more years,
and 9.4% of studies either did not report the length of
time they collected data for or were unclear. For those
studies where primary data were collected, the majority of social (46.3%, n = 63/136) and economic (34.0%,
n = 18/53) outcomes were evaluated using primary
data collected in less than 1 year. Social outcomes were
more commonly evaluated using primary data collected
in fewer than 3 years (69.9%, n = 95/136) compared
with economic outcomes (50.9%, n = 27/53) and ecological outcomes (50.1%, n = 273/545) (Fig. 12). Almost
all (95.5%, n = 64/68) studies that collected primary
data for ten or more years evaluated spatial management measure(s) against ecological outcomes with the
remainder considering social outcomes.
In the secondary systematic map, all studies evaluated
the effectiveness of spatial management measures using

Fig. 12 Length of time primary data collected and used to evaluate spatial management measures by focus of study outcome measure
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a control site or another area under spatial management
(n = 63), however unlike primary studies the majority
of these (60.4%) were unclear as to the evaluation data
timeframe used (n = 19) or reported using data from
different timeframes for different sites (n = 19). Evaluations against ecological outcomes were predominately
conducted using a control site (60.4%, n = 29/48), while
evaluations against social and economic outcomes
generally used another site under spatial management
(75.0% [n = 6/8] and 71.4% [n = 5/7] respectively). Only
six studies (9.5%) used both before and after primary
data, and a control site, against which to evaluate the
effectiveness of a spatial management measure: two
with an ecological and four with a social-economicecological focus of evaluation; four of these conducted
a principal evaluation (16.0%) with the remaining two
undertaking a causative evaluation (5.3%).
Limitations of the map
Limitations due to the search strategy

The search strategy employed to generate this map
was designed to capture the breadth of relevant topics; however, it was not exhaustive. We recognise that
a substantial volume of relevant literature likely exists
in other languages, from other countries and from articles published prior to 2009. Moreover, there is a risk
that our search terms were too narrow, and therefore
that some studies using less common synonyms may
have been missed. This risk was inevitable, as this systematic map spans ecological, economic and social disciplines, although we tried to mitigate this through the
broad expertise of our Review Team and Stakeholder
Group. While our search strategy attempted to capture
the diversity of terminology used by these fields through
piloting and testing with an interdisciplinary Review
Team and Stakeholder Group, and by keeping the search
string broad focusing only on Population and Intervention terms, we recognise that we may have omitted some
terms in our search that may have resulted in missed literature areas. For example, MPAs are referred to around
the world in a multitude of ways, not all of which will have
been captured in our search string—less commonly used
terms include ‘sites of community importance’ or ‘refuge
areas’ [44]. Furthermore, while we undertook extensive
bibliographic searching by screening the reference lists of
49 relevant tertiary reviews, we did not conduct forward
and backward citation screening of included primary or
secondary literature given available resources.
Limitations due to bias in pool of articles found

Meta-data coding within this map was intended to capture general characteristics of articles and the need to
categorise studies means that some degree of subjectivity
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is inevitable. While we attempted to reduce this through
dual coding with one member of the Review Team
being responsible for consistency checking across the
whole database and discussions within the Review
Team regarding uncertainties, some level of subjectivity is likely to have remained. Furthermore, given the
broad scope and size of this systematic map, no critical
appraisal of internal validity was undertaken. Instead,
meta-data on elements of study design that might relate
to validity were extracted to provide a basic overview of
the robustness of evidence. This highlighted that many
studies relied on evaluating the effectiveness of a spatial
management measure according to a temporal relationship, often without a ‘before’ time period, or without
the use of a spatial reference site. This limits the ability
of evaluations to attribute changes in an outcome to the
spatial management measure. Nonetheless, without conducting in-depth critical appraisal of the included studies, it is not possible to provide a clear indication of the
overall reliability of the evidence base. Finally, differences
in both use of terminology across different authors and
regional application was encountered and meta-data was
extracted as reported by each study. For example, spatial
management measures can have multiple designations
meaning several spatial management measures were
reported as both a fishery closure and as an MPA across
different primary studies, and sites that may have been
considered an example of a marine plan, in another study
or by another author, reported themselves as MPAs. The
latter in particular will have contributed to the dominance of evaluations for MPAs and the lack of evaluations for marine plans.

Conclusions
This systematic map provides an overview of existing
evidence on methodologies for monitoring and evaluating marine spatial management measures in countries of
relevance to the UK. We identified a total of 391 primary
articles and 33 secondary articles, describing 858 and 63
studies respectively, which revealed a number of knowledge gaps and biases in the current evidence base. In particular, we found clear concentrations of research efforts
on marine protected areas over other forms of spatial
management measures, and on ecological, rather than
social or economic, outcomes of the spatial management
measures included in this study. The implications of these
gaps and biases are explored below.
Implications for policy/management

Investment in developing marine spatial management
has grown significantly in recent decades and, whilst historically management has focused on ecological aspects,
social and economic aspects are increasingly considered
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[22]. This change reflects the growing recognition that
long-term sustainability requires multidisciplinary, integrated management to balance the social and economic
implications of marine management with ecological sustainability [28, 45]. Appropriate monitoring and evaluating of management actions is essential to improve
understanding of what constitutes an effective action
and how to achieve goals. However, as our systematic
map shows, the monitoring and evaluation that has taken
place within our countries of interest (Table 1) over the
last decade (2009–2019) remains predominantly ecological, with substantial knowledge gaps around social and
economic monitoring and evaluation of spatial management measures. Insufficient social and economic monitoring and evaluation of spatial management measures
limits the capacity of policy makers and managers to
assess and respond to the social and economic implications of these management tools and further exacerbates
existing challenges of incorporating social and/or economic considerations into policy and management [46].
Spatial management measures are social constructs and
their success often depends on social and economic factors [28, 47–49]. Failure to incorporate social and economic considerations, and indeed a reasonable range
of outcomes within the social and economic categories,
alongside ecological outcomes, risks undertaking incomplete evaluations that do not truly represent the implications of a spatial management measure, which could
affect its long term sustainability. The paucity (2.8%,
n = 11) of evaluations identified in this systematic map
that integrate ecological, social and economic aspects
highlights persistent challenges around achieving, multidisciplinary integrated management of the marine environment [22]. Nevertheless, those integrated evaluations
that have been identified here could provide a useful
resource for policy makers looking to develop more multidisciplinary approaches.
The differences in monitoring and evaluation
approaches identified for the different social, economic,
and ecological outcomes also has policy implications.
The vast majority of both principal (64.4%, n = 177/275)
and causative (76.5%, n = 88/115) evaluations focus
solely on ecological outcomes with comparatively few
considering social or economic outcomes (Fig. 5). Study
design also varied between outcome groups; in particular, the relative lack of social and economic studies that
included data from before implementation of a given spatial management measure, and evaluated the site against
control data (Fig. 11), limits the capacity to assign causation to social and economic outcomes. The challenges
of assigning causation to spatial management measure
outcomes based on existing social-economic monitoring
programmes are widespread [31] and the resultant lack
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of clarity inherently makes policy and management decisions around social-economic outcomes more difficult.
The outputs from this systematic map (i.e. the map
database) provide a resource that will help improve
understanding of current approaches to evaluation.
Decision-makers responsible for implementing, managing and evaluating spatial management measures
may therefore find this map useful to (1) provide an
indication of the extent of the current evidence base
and help in deciding how to evaluate spatial management against particular outcomes, and (2) guide future
scope of evaluation according to objectives and desired
outcomes of spatial management measures.
Implications for research

The findings of this systematic map show knowledge
clusters around the evaluation of the effects of marine
protected areas on ecological outcomes, particularly
abundance/density/biomass, population characteristics/structure and community characteristics. However,
this systematic map has also highlighted several absolute knowledge gaps where no evidence exists for specific outcome measures of interest that we pre-defined
in the protocol across all foci of evaluation: (1) social
outcomes—historic/cultural heritage assets and character of seascapes; and (2) economic outcomes—natural
capital value. Key knowledge gaps include evaluation
across social and economic outcomes, or combinations
of these, and of the overall merit and/or worth (benefit
evaluation) of spatial management measures. Other
knowledge gaps relate to evaluation of: marine plans;
networks of sites; real-time, temporary or seasonal closures; spatial management within offshore waters, and
lagoon or estuary environments.
The lack of evaluation studies for these knowledge
gaps mean that there is insufficient evidence to support informed decision-making in these areas and further research is required. Additional research into the
social and economic outcomes of spatial management
measures also needs to include development of data
collection programmes that allow for more causative
evaluations.
Finally, this systematic map suggests there is a lack of
long-term (> 10 years) studies amongst those that collect primary data to evaluate outcomes against, as well
as few that use primary data from before the designation/regulation was put in place and a control site. With
ecological effects from spatial management expected
to develop over decades [50] and social and economic
effects also likely to change over time [51], there is a
need for evaluation over longer timescales to fully identify the effects spatial management can have. Although
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the evidence base has grown over the past two decades, this systematic map suggests that information to
develop comprehensive evaluation frameworks remains
insufficient. Greater understanding on how to evaluate the effectiveness of spatial management measures
is required to support improved management of global
ocean resources and spaces.
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